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Abstract
In this paper, we present simulative performance analysis of Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) with adaptive
rate Reed-Solomon (RS) code under delayed Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitter over inter-HAP (High
Altitude Platform) FSO fading channel. The combined effect of atmospheric turbulence and temporal behaviour of the
channel were investigated. The performance analysis is determined in terms of Transmission Efficiency (TE) via event
based simulations. The results enable us to analyse the benefit of adaptive rate HARQ in presence of delayed CSI so as
to maximize the transmission efficiency.
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Introduction

Free Space Optical (FSO) systems use collimated laser
beams to establish point-to-point high-rate communication in space and through the atmosphere. Practical FSO
applications of interest include links involving High Altitude Platforms (HAPs), satellites, deep-space probes,
ground stations, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), aircraft, and other nomadic communication partners. HAPs
are now being actively investigated in a number of programmes world-wide. This surge of recent activity reflects the fruitful demand for high-speed stratospheric
FSO communication platforms [1] [2] [3]. HAPs may be
unmanned aeroplanes or airships (essentially balloons,
termed ‘aerostats’) with autonomous operation that is
coupled with remote control from the ground [4]. The
platforms are designed to operate in the stratosphere at
typical altitudes between 18 and 27km [2] [3]. The impact
of atmosphere and other significant factors reducing the
performance of FSO inter-HAP communication links has
been extensively studied in [5] [6] [7] [8]. An example of
an inter-HAP communication network scenario is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Inter-HAP communication network

The performance of inter-HAP communication links is
impaired by atmospheric turbulence known as scintillation: The intensity and phase of the laser light are subject
to random fluctuations due to refractive index variations
of atmospheric cells along the propagation path [1]. Consequently, fluctuations of received power at the receiver
result in power fades and surges as shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. Often, perfect Channel State Information (CSI)
is assumed to tune transmitter coding operation. However,
in practical scenarios the CSI is heavily delayed due to the
channel propagation time. This delay is in the order of
milliseconds and therefore similar to the channel coherence time. In our work, we denote as “delayed CSI” the
feedback information available at the transmitter concerning the instantaneous power value at the receiver. This
information is delayed by signal propagation between receiver and transmitter. Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest
(HARQ) is a feedback-based technique combining pure
ARQ with Forward Error Correction (FEC) used with CSI
to adapt the FSO transmissions to channel conditions.to
increase performance [9] [10].
In this paper, we investigate and analyse the performance
of adaptive code rate HARQ schemes in the presence of
perfect and delayed CSI at the transmitter. The CSI is
used to vary the code rate of a Reed-Solomon (RS) FEC
according to the depth of channel fading. The inter-HAP
system model is investigated for log normal fading channels with different fading strengths and for different coherence times induced by varying stratospheric orthogonal wind speeds. We consider direct (incoherent) detection at the receiver side with an APD receiver front end
[11]. Finally, we present simulation results in terms of
transmission efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
system including inter-HAP scenarios, turbulence and
fading channels is described in Section 2. In Section 3,
the adaptive code rate HARQ mechanism using delayed
CSI is described. Simulation environment and perfor-

mance analysis are described in Section 4. Simulation results are presented and discussed in detail in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2

System Description

We consider the communication between two HAPs
through a turbulent FSO channel. The effect of atmospheric index of refraction turbulence between HAPs is
depicted in Figure 2. This turbulence causes fluctuations
of the power at the receiver known as Scintillations. The
combined effects of fading and temporal variations due to
orthogonal stratospheric wind speeds across the FSO link
are investigated.
Bi-directional
FSO Fading Channel

Atmospheric Turbulence
along Link-Path

Optical Turbulence and Path Profile

Atmospheric turbulence is often characterized by the parameter 𝐶𝑛2 (in units of m-2/3), called the refractive index
structure parameter. The altitude profile for the 𝐶𝑛2 parameter is calculated using the Hufnagel-Valley (H-V) model
[1] given by
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ospheric wind speeds based on [4] [12]. The scenarios
chosen for this paper will investigate joint influence of
atmospheric turbulence with two different PSI (Power
Scintillation Index) strengths described in Section 2.3
around 0.4 and 0.9 with different correlation lengths of
the channel due to orthogonal wind speeds.

(1)

Surface of the Earth

Figure 2: Inter-HAP scenario
2.1
Scenarios
The investigated scenarios for this paper are presented in
Table 1. We consider basically two distances A and B of
300km and 600km at HAP heights (Hhap) of 19.76km and
25.04km respectively. Both scenarios have the same graze
height (Gh) of 18km which is minimum height of the optical link above the surface of the earth in the middle of the
link where the turbulence strength is maximum.
Scenario

L
(km)

Hhap
(km)

300

19.76

Gh
(km)

A.1
A.2

v
(m/s)

τ0
(ms)

PSI

10

10.95

0.42

50

2.7

0.39

10

13.75

0.87

50

2.75

0.97

where, h is the altitude of the link in meters, w is the RMS
wind speed (pseudo wind) in m/s and A is the value of 𝐶𝑛2
at h=0 in m-2/3. In our calculations, we use the H-V model
with w = 21 m/s and A = 1.7x10-14 m-2/3, commonly
known as the H-V5/7 model [1]. The RMS wind speed
shall not be confused with link orthogonal wind speed.
Figure 3 depicts the optical turbulence profile along the
inter-HAP link path for 300km (Scenario A) and 600km
(Scenario B).

18
B.1
600
B.2

25.04

Table 1: Bi-directional Inter-HAP scenarios.
(Note: The difference in PSI (Power Scintillation Index)
values for the same link distances are statistical variation
due to the difference in length of the vectors. However the
fading strengths are similar.)
From Table 1 we see that scenarios A and B are subdivided into A.1, A.2 and B.1, B.2 based on the wind speed (v)
in the stratosphere orthogonal to the optical link influencing the correlation time (𝜏0 ) of the channel. These values
are the expected minimum and maximum values for strat-

Figure 3: Turbulence strength for scenarios A and B along
the propagation path.

2.3
Numerical Simulation of Fading Channel
The quantitative measure for Power Scintillation Index
(PSI) 𝜎𝑃2 ,i.e., the variance of normalized received power
fluctuations 𝑃𝑟𝑥 , is given by
𝜎𝑃2 =

< 𝑃𝑟𝑥 2 >
− 1
< 𝑃𝑟𝑥 >2

(2)

where, < 𝑃𝑟𝑥 > is the temporal mean power measured at
the receiver. Based on the scenarios described in Table 1,
we generate time series of the received power vector 𝑃𝑟𝑥
also known as the fading vector.

Figure 6: Autocovariance of the simulated vector for Scenario A.1 and Scenario A.2 with correlation time 𝜏0𝐴.1 =
10.95 ms and 𝜏0𝐴.2 = 2.7ms respectively.

Figure 4: First 400ms of PILAB simulated vectors of
Scenario A. Dotted line: 𝜎𝑃2 = 0.42 and 𝜏0𝐴.1 = 10.95ms.
Solid line: 𝜎𝑃2 = 0.39 and 𝜏0𝐴.2 = 2.7ms.
The simulation of the fading vectors was performed using
PILAB (Propagation and Imaging Lab) a Matlab based
programming environment developed at DLR to support
simulation of FSO communication scenarios [13] [14].
PILAB uses atmospheric propagation simulations in
which the dynamic of the atmospheric turbulence is modelled by phase screens that are shifted according to the
transverse wind. We choose a divergence angle of 85μrad,
wavelength (λ) 1550nm and a diameter (Drx) of the receiver telescope of 15cm based on the link budget in Table 2 from [7].

Figure 7: Autocovariance of the simulated vector for Scenario B.1 and Scenario B.2 with correlation time 𝜏0𝐵.1 =
13.75ms and 𝜏0𝐵.2 = 2.75ms respectively.
In this paper, the whole investigation of HARQ with CSI
is performed for inter-HAP scenarios with combined effect of different PSI strengths and different temporal behaviour of the channel. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the
autocovariance calculated from PILAB simulated vectors.
We define the correlation time for normalized autocovariance of Half-Width at Half Maximum (HWHM).

Figure 5: First 400ms of PILAB simulated vectors of
Scenario B. Dotted line: 𝜎𝑃2 = 0.87 and 𝜏0𝐵.1 = 13.75ms.
Solid line: 𝜎𝑃2 = 0.97 and 𝜏0𝐵.2 = 2.75ms.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows time series of simulated
fading vectors using PILAB illustrating fading and timely
behaviour of inter-HAP scenarios. Each of the scenarios A
and B uses two different orthogonal wind speeds 10m/s
and 50m/s resulting in different correlation times for the
same fading channel.

2.4
Receiver Front End (RFE)
We consider a Receiver Front End (RFE) which receives
optical signal power and converts the optically On-Off
Keying (OOK) modulated signal to electrical signal current by direct detection with internal gain APD (Avalanche Photo Detector). The RFE model used here is a
typical APD with shot noise limited slope with NonReturn-to-Zero (NRZ) modulation, equal probability of
zeros and ones, and a sensitivity 𝑃 Q=2 based on [11]. The
characteristic of binary RFEs based on the relationship
between 𝑃𝑟𝑥 , the BER-function, and the Q-factor can be
described as

𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 0.5 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (

𝑄(𝑃𝑟𝑥 )
√2

)

(3)

The Q-factor can be expressed as function of mean received power given by [11]

𝑄(𝑃𝑟𝑥 ) = 2 (

𝑃𝑟𝑥
𝑃𝑄=2

𝑛

(4)

)

where, 𝑃 Q=2 = 27.75nW is receiver sensitivity to achieve a
BER=0.023, n = 0.5 is the exponent determining sensitivity slope operating data rate of 𝑅 = 1.25Gbps. For detailed
overview of different RFE models the reader is referred to
Table III in [11].

3

Adaptive Hybrid ARQ with
Channel State Information (CSI)

In a conventional Type-I based HARQ scheme [10], the
transmitter encodes the 𝐾 information bytes at code rate
𝑅, and then keeps sending the same encoded packet
(length N bytes) in every retransmission. The receiver only decodes the most recently received packet a gives
feedback via ACK accordingly. This loop continues until
successful reception of ACK at the transmitter, or the
maximum retransmissions limit is reached. Whereas in a
conventional Type-II based HARQ scheme [10], retransmissions generally consist only of parity bits. The receiver then combines the additional parity bits from the retransmission with the bits of the first transmission before
FEC decoding is done.
The benefits of SR-ARQ scheme with a fixed rate RSFEC for inter-HAP fading channels were studied in [6]
[7]. In the present paper, we precisely vary and adapt the
code rate of the RS code at the transmitter based on the
available CSI. In our investigation, we consider a Type-I
adaptive HARQ. We have chosen Selective Repeat (SR)
ARQ scheme together with Reed-Solomon (RS) code as
Forward Error Correction (FEC).
3.1
System Description
Figure 8 shows the block diagram of our proposed adaptive code rate HARQ system for inter-HAP communication link.
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Figure 8: System model for adaptive rate HARQ + CSI
The transmitter consists of an encoder for RS-FEC, a
buffer storing packets for ARQ re-transmission, ARQ
control, and an adaptive code rate controller. The receiver
consists of an RFE module, an RS decoder, an ARQ con-

troller, a frame sink (destination) and a channel-state estimator. The channel used here is the inter-HAP fading
channel as detailed in Section 2. The forward channel is
only used for data transmission and the backward channel
acts as the feedback channel for ACK and CSI transmission. We assume an error free backward channel for our
analysis to focus on the adaptive HARQ effects in the
forward channel. In a real-world system implementation,
errors in the backward channel could be strongly mitigated by a strong coding and repeated transmission of the
ACKs. The transmitted packets are monitored by a timerbased ARQ control module. The adaptive code rate controller tunes the RS encoding according to the CSI received. The encoded packets are transmitted via the FSO
fading channel. At the receiver, the RFE detects the received signal and generates an electrical signal corresponding to the received optical irradiance. The instantaneous optical power over the receiver aperture is recorded
at the channel state estimator module to provide CSI to
the transmitter. The CSI is transmitted via the backward
channel to the adaptive rate controller module at the
transmitter that varies the code rate of RS-FEC. The successfully decoded packets are forwarded from the RS decoder block to the sink module (packet destination). For
each successful decoded packet, the ARQ controller sends
a corresponding ACK to the transmitter. The ARQ control
at the transmitter deletes the ACKed packets from the
buffer. In case of a missing ACK, the corresponding
packet timer expires at the transmitter. In this case, the
corresponding packet is again taken from the buffer, encoded with the current code rate, and re-transmitted. The
packets are encoded with the code rate based on the CSI
for each transmission and re-transmission.
3.2
Adaptive Code Rate Concept
The code rate selection plays an important role for the
system to achieve a maximum throughput. We consider
eight different code rates between no redundancy (i.e., no
RS coding at all) and the maximum redundancy at which
the packets can be encoded.
The operation of adaptive code rate is based on the CSI
feedback from the receiver. We consider the per packet
instantaneous received optical power 𝑃𝑟𝑥 (𝑡) at the RFE as
the CSI. This CSI at the receiver is sent back to the
transmitter via the backward channel (assumed to be error
free) and the RS code rate adaption is executed accordingly for the next transmission or re-transmission at the
transmitter. The code rate R is adapted according to a
Look-Up Table (LUT) as shown in Table 2 that translates
the CSI information (𝑃𝑟𝑥 (𝑡)) to the code rate R. This table was generated from simulations of a non-fading channel to obtain the maximum possible Transmission Efficiency (TE) based on the code rate R for each instantaneous power value 𝑃𝑟𝑥 (𝑡). For all transmissions we assume
a constant length of the code word N of 255bytes; the rate
change is obtained by changing the length of redundancy
(N-K) bytes.

t

R

0

1

𝑷𝒓𝒙
(nW)

BEP

SEP

∞

0

0

SEP
after
FEC
0

PEP
after
FEC
0

1.6
7.4
5.9
E-04
E-13
E-12
4
0.96
8.7
2.0
1.6
65.5
E-03
E-04
E-03
8
0.94
1.7
3.3
2.6
56.5
E-02
E-07
E-06
16 0.87
5.0
2.4
1.9
43
E-02
E-07
E-06
32 0.75
1.0
3.6
2.9
33.6
E-01
E-06
E-05
48 0.62
1.7
8.6
6.9
27.6
E-01
E-05
E-04
64
0.5
2.3
2.0
1.7
23.65
E-01
E-04
E-03
80 0.375
9.9
0
0.5
1
1
E-01
Table 2: LUT for optimum code rate selection, 1 symbol
is 8 bits. t is maximum number of correctable symbol errors by RS-FEC in bytes.
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2.0
E-05
1.1
E-03
2.2
E-03
6.4
E-03
1.3
E-02
2.3
E-02
3.2
E-02

4.2
Coding Gain
We quantify the results also in terms of coding gain in dB.
We define it as the amount of additional mean received
power 𝑃𝑟𝑥 in nW that would be required to provide the
same TE for an uncoded ARQ system.
4.3
Simulation Environment
All simulation runs were performed using the OMNeT++
Discrete Event Simulator [15]. The normalized power
vectors for different scenarios are imported to the RFE
model within OMNeT++ to obtain the raw channel BEP.
Based on this BEP the PEP is calculated and the packets
are randomly destroyed accordingly. The SR-ARQ protocol with adaptive rate control is implemented in the OMNeT++ environment. The parameters used for simulation
are shown in Table 3.
Parameter

Value

Symbol

Unit

Total Frame Length

2040

nf

bits

Overhead

variable

no

bits

Window Size

2048

Ws

frames

Net Data Rate

1

Rn

Gbps

Link Distance

300/ 600

L

km

Round Trip Time

2/ 4

trtt

ms

Transmission Time
for one frame

2.04

ts

µs

(Note: The 𝑃𝑟𝑥 column represents a range of mean received power for its corresponding code rate R. The SEP
and PEP after RS-FEC are chosen for the lower rate.)

4

Performance Analysis

4.1
Transmission Efficiency (TE)
We quantitatively evaluate the performance of HARQ
with adaptive RS FEC in terms of the Transmission Efficiency (TE) defined as the fraction of the channel bit rate
usable for payload transport [10]. The TE is evaluated under the following assumptions:
(1) The feedback/ backward channel are considered as error free. This channel is used for
ACK and CSI transmissions.
(2) All channel errors are detected.
(3) The maximum number of re-transmissions for
a packet is unlimited, i.e., the transmitter retransmits a packet until successful decoding at
the receiver.
(4) The performance comparison is performed for
adaptive rate HARQ and cases with perfect
and delayed CSI. Also, we show comparison
plots for fixed rate HARQ schemes.
(5) Perfect CSI (P-CSI) means that the current CSI
at the receiver is immediately available at the
transmitter. Delayed CSI (D-CSI) refers to the
fact that the CSI is delayed by the Round Trip
Time (RTT) of that scenario (e.g., a link distance of 300km would delay the CSI by 2ms).
(6) The TE is shown for different mean received
power of the fading channels based on the scenarios in Table 1.

Table 3: Adaptive HARQ simulation parameters

5

Results and Discussion

The results are presented in terms of TE for adaptive rate
HARQ (RS+SR) with perfect and delayed CSI at the
transmitter. The simulations were investigated for different mean power 𝑃𝑟𝑥 at the receiver for the fading channel. The simulations show the scenarios detailed in Table
1.
Figure 9 represents the simulative TE performance of
fixed and adaptive code rate HARQ for a non-fading
channel condition (delay of CSI is not relevant then):
Here, the performance of adaptive rate HARQ is the combination of the maximum of the TE values that are
achieved at the different fixed-rate FEC configurations.

Figure 9: Performance analysis – Non-fading channel
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the performance analysis
of Scenario A.1 and Scenario A.2 respectively. In both
figures, the ‘solid green line’ represents adaptive rate TE
for perfect CSI at the receiver and the ‘solid red line’
shows the adaptive rate TE for delayed CSI (2ms). Both
these scenarios have the similar fading strengths but different timely behaviour as depicted in Figure 4. The CSI
is delayed at the transmitter by 2ms (RTT) for both cases
but the correlation time of A.1 is almost 5 times shorter
than A.2. This means that the relative CSI error increases
as the channel correlation time gets closer to the CSI delay.

Figure 11: Performance analysis – Scenario A.2
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the performance analysis
of Scenario B.1 and Scenario B.2 respectively. In both
figures, the ‘solid green line’ represents adaptive rate TE
for perfect CSI at the receiver and the ‘solid red line’
shows the adaptive rate TE for delayed CSI (4ms).

Figure 12: Performance analysis – Scenario B.1
Figure 12 shows the adaptive rate TE outperforming all
the fixed rate scenarios at lower and higher powers. Also,
we see considerable coding gain overall.

Figure 10: Performance analysis – Scenario A.1
In Figure 10, we observe that the adaptive rate TE outperforms all the fixed code rate cases except for very low
powers less than 10nW for delayed CSI. Also, the coding
gain slowly decreases for lower power values and we observe considerable coding gain for TE ~ above 40%. In
Figure 11, we observe that the adaptive rate TE outperforms all the fixed code rate cases in case of perfect CSI
at the transmitter. However, in the case of delayed CSI of
2ms we observe that the TE drops when 𝑃𝑟𝑥 gets below
~200nW, thus providing lower performance than the fixed
rate HARQ. This effect is due to the relatively outdated
CSI at the transmitter with the correlation time of the fading channel of 𝜏0 = 2.7ms.

Figure 13: Performance analysis – Scenario B.2
In Figure 13 we see that the TE of adaptive rate HARQ is
considerably reducing compared to Figure 12. We also
observe that adaptive rate HARQ is only as good as the
fixed rate (R=0.96) HARQ for TE of 60-90%. Also, the
TE of fixed code rate HARQ is better than for the adaptive at lower TE ~30%. This effect is due to increased
fading strength (PSI =0.97) and reduced correlation time

(𝜏0 = 2.75ms) for a CSI delay of 4ms. Table 4 shows an
overview of coding gain achieved by our adaptive rate
approach in comparison with ARQ (no RS-FEC).

L
(km)

300
600

v
(m/s)

τ0
(ms)

PSI

Gain
(dB)
for
TE = 30%

Gain
(dB)
for
TE = 90%

DCSI

PCSI

DCSI

PCSI

10

10.95

0.42

3.6

4.8

2.6

3.4

50

2.7

0.39

2.9

4.5

0.7

3.3

10

13.75

0.87

3.2

4.4

2.4

5.4

50
2.75 0.97 1.9
4.1
0.3
3.6
Table 4: Coding gain for adaptive code rate HARQ with
CSI compared with ARQ (no RS-FEC) for Transmission
Efficiency (TE) of 30% and 90%. Delayed CSI (D-CSI),
Perfect CSI (P-CSI).
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we investigated the effects of delayed CSI
on the achievable Transmission Efficiency (TE) of adaptive rate HARQ (SR+RS-FEC) scheme for FSO interHAP fading channels. The considered channel had the
impact of different fading strengths and correlation time.
The coding gain from the adaptive rate HARQ were
shown in comparison with uncoded ARQ. All the numerical simulations of HARQ were performed in OMNeT++
and the results are evaluated in terms of transmission efficiency. We identified the impact of the outdated/ delayed
CSI on the overall system performance. The results
showed the CSI at the transmitter plays an important role
for adapting the code rate of the transmission thereby
achieving maximum throughput and reducing delays due
to re-transmission. We expect that CSI prediction at the
transmitter will improve the overall efficiency of the system in the cases with larger CSI delay. Also, applying
more efficient decoding methodology like Soft Combining (SC) at the receiver can be expected to yield an improved performance.
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